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From the Desk of

P.S - If  you haven’t 
already, make sure 
you register your 
attendance for the 
Lifestyle Tradie 
R&R! Simply log 
into:

P.s.s - My challenge to you…How are you going to fi nish this year with 
an BANG? What are you going to do to ensure you give your all and 

position your company the best way you can to start 2017?

To your success,

Andy Smith

Hello October…and welcome to the last quarter 
of  2016. It has been a crazy few months since 

we last spoke…the Lifestyle Tradie o�  ce has been 
buzzing with excitement. We have just fi nished the 
fi rst two Future Tradie Live Events, and I have just got 
back from Thailand with a few of  our Lifestyle Tradie 
members. What a great week that was! 

In the next couple of  months we have the two more 
Future Tradie Live Events, one in Brisbane and one 
in Sydney (see details on page 12) and at the end of  
October I am heading to Las Vegas to attend a trade 
show. I will be sure to share EVERYTHING that I 
learn from the experience with you. Then of  course 
we have the November R&R (see page 8) and at the 
end of  November I am heading to the Philippines to 
visit our team there!

Enough about me…Lets chat about what is inside 
this magazine!

Negotiation is one of  the most powerful tools a 
business owner should master…‘Negotiation’ is all 
about standing in your position, and being clear about 
that position, until you reach an agreement with the 
person you’re negotiating with.  One of  the biggest 
false misconceptions about negotiating is that you 
need to aggressively infl uence the other party to 
make your case. In actual fact, if  you do that you’re 
actually destroying your ability to win them over. So 
why do you need to be a good negotiator? Flick to 
page 10 to fi nd out now!

Are you thinking about rebranding your trade 
business… perhaps you’re putting it o�  because it 
all feels a little daunting. Rebranding a small company 
can be relatively easy, especially when you involve 
your support team, whether that be your partner 
(business or life), your sta� , close family or friends, 
or a mentor. Check out page 14 for our four tips to 
executing a successful rebranding strategy.

Did you know entrepreneurs and fi ghters have a lot 
in common… Although it may appear to be, fi ghting 
is not a single-person sport. And, in actual fact, 
neither is being an entrepreneur…intrigued? Have a 
look at page 9 to fi nd out more.

Two entrepreneurs that we want to celebrate in 
this edition is our VIP Diamond Members Sam & 
Bilie Minio from Watermaster Plumbing Solutions 
in Victoria. They have recently opened a second 
business and it is going from strength to strength. 
Read more about their story on page 6.

To end this year on a high, I cannot wait for the 
FIRST EVER R&R in a few short weeks! The beautiful 
Manly is waiting to welcome us on Friday 11th 
November and Saturday 12th November. The 
speakers are locked in and ready to go…and of  
course we cannot wait to celebrate the successes of  
the past year at our Lifestyle Tradie Christmas Party! 
It is going to be EPIC! Check out page 8 to fi nd out 
more details and discover the who fi rst 2 speakers 
are!

Till then… see you in Manly!

mylifestyletradie.
com.au > Events 
> R&R Nov 2016
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o� er such extreme versions of  fl exible work, 
understanding what the future of  fl exibility could look 
like can help you start thinking about how fl exibility 
fi ts into your business.
  
2. Required Tech Skills for Roles Not 
Traditionally Related to Tech
Technology is at the heart of  any rapidly changing 
business or industry. This is why software skills, or 
even just software experience, has become a key 
requirement for roles in nearly every industry.
Even jobs previously seen as relatively low skill 

There is huge momentum surrounding the 
rapidly changing Australian workforce, and the 

futuristic trends shaping the way that employees and 
employers alike are thinking about how they ‘want to’ 
and ‘can’ work.

For trade business it means that we have to start 
thinking about how we will scale and respond to 
trends, and ensure that we’re still attracting and 
retaining the right sta� . 
Here are three trends that are sure to shape your 
trade business future, if  they haven’t started to 
already. 

1. Extremely Flexible Work Arrangements
The rise of  technology and working arrangement 
options is putting pressure on small businesses to 
o� er more appealing options when it comes to 
fl exibility. That’s why many big companies have 
ensured that they’ve put fl exibility into their culture 
and policies, and we need to take note. 
At Dell, for example, 25 percent of  employees work 
from home on a regular basis, and the company is 
aiming for 50 percent to work remotely by 2020. 
For the high-tech startup Treehouse, the normal 
workweek is Monday through Thursday - even the 
CEO only works four days a week.
While your business may not be equipped to 

3 Workplace
Trends That
Will Dominate
The Future

Lay it on the Plate
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Lay it on the Plate

or entry level often require specialized software 
experience. For companies thinking about the future 
of  their recruiting programs, it means candidates 
with the right combination of  skills will become 
increasingly hard to fi nd. 
It also means that your trade business will need to 
be up to speed with technology to be attractive to 
potentially tech savvy employees. 

3. Disappearing and Emerging Jobs
While many types of  jobs have disappeared and 
others are endangered by automation, research 

suggests that nearly half  of  U.S. jobs are at risk of  
disappearing. But this should inspire us to think about 
what might come next… the future of  work will 
include a range of  new technology-related roles and 
skill sets. 

No one can deny the workplace is changing, but 
keeping your trade business ahead of  these trends 
can help position your company for success in 
tomorrow’s workplace and beyond.
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Lifestyle Tradie Member Profile

1. Tell us a little about your business, life and 
family.

I started Watermaster Plumbing around 8 years ago and 
currently employ two qualifi ed plumbers and a part time 
o�  ce person. I have been married to Bilie for ten years, 
we have three boys, Iszac who is three and twins Gus 
and Ted who are two.

2. What do you love most about what you do?

I enjoy taking on projects that are outside my comfort 
zone, it keeps me on my toes and makes work more 
exciting. The lifestyle and fl exibility that running a 
business can provide is defi nitely a big plus. I want to be 
able to make my own choices as to where and when I 
work.

“When I look back at the changes 
we have made since meeting 

Andy and Ange, Watermaster is a 
different business.”

3. Tell us a little about your life before joining 
Lifestyle Tradie? (What wasn’t working, what 
was holding you back or was in your way?)

Before LTG business was good but it was my entire life. 
I was working 80 plus hours, 7 days per week and was 
chained to the business which is fi ne for a while but not 
sustainable and that’s not why I went out on my own. 
The problem was I didn’t know how to change it, they 
don’t teach you that at trade school. I wanted my life 
back, wanted to play golf  on the weekends and wanted 
to be around for my wife and kids, maybe even have a 
holiday.

Sam & Bilie Minio

VIP Diamond Member
Watermaster Plumbing 
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problem is most of  them are going broke and can only 
survive if  they do massive hours themselves. You need 
to understand what you must charge to keep the doors 
open, take a wage and make a profi t.

Tip 3. Business can be a lonely place. Surround yourself  
with people that have similar attributes to you and get 
a business coach to help steer you through the tough 
times. 

7. Tell us something quirky about yourself that 
your buddies don’t know?

I don’t really have any quirky habits that no one knows 
about although I have been known to smash a full block 
of  chocolate in a single sitting on many occasions.

8. If we were sitting here one year from now 
celebrating what a great year it’s been, what 
have you achieved (together)? (business/life).

We are getting close to have most of  our systems in 
place so I am really looking forward to getting that 
over the line and focusing a little more on growth, 
this resulting in an additional 1-2 trucks on the road 
and ultimately an o�  ce manager. 
Our kids are just getting to an age where we can 
holiday a bit more so will have been on a holiday or 
two and have another booked for the second half  
of  next year and I will be securing my family’s future 
by investing in a development. Oh yeah and my golf  
handicap will be 6!

4. What specifi c results have you achieved 
since joining Lifestyle Tradie?

When I look back at the changes we have made since 
meeting Andy and Ange Watermaster is a di� erent 
business. Our bread and butter is now maintenance 
instead of  projects and this has brought consistency to 
our cash fl ow and allowed us to undertake projects on 
our terms, not the builders. We now employ sta�  and 
have implemented systems to allow them to do their jobs 
which has halved my hours allowing me to be at home 
with the family and provided me freedom to play golf  on 
the weekends, even sometimes during the week. 

We have recently opened another business that my wife 
runs and have used what we have learnt with Andy and 
Ange to help us fast track it to the point where Bilie 
only works 3 days per week. We are currently booking 
holidays for next year!

5. Where do you see your business in 5 years?

In 5 years’ time we will be a totally systemised business 
that allows me to be involved when I choose and in what 
capacity. I would like to have expanded into other trades 
once our model is right and be able to sell the business if  
I choose too.

6. What are the top 3 things you have learnt 
about business that you would recommend to 
other tradies and WHY?

Tip 1. In order to expand your business you need 
systems otherwise you will just get busier and busier. 
Embrace technology and use it to enable you to manage 
your sta�  and provide better experiences for your 
customers.

Tip 2. Make sure you know what your true break even 
cost is. Our industry is extremely competitive and so 
many tradies just charge what the next guy is but the 
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Welcome to LinkedIn: LinkedIn Mastery 101 

Veronica is an expert at ‘pimping’ LinkedIn profi les 
and maximising your LinkedIn professional brand. 

Veronica has represented LinkedIn at many events, 
both locally and internationally and looks forward to 
sharing some exciting insight with you and welcoming 
you to the amazing world of  LinkedIn. By the end of  
Veronica’s presentation you will better understand 
the world of  LinkedIn. Trust us when we say you will 
LOVE this!

How To Get The Best Out Of Yourself 

Marleen is a champion, literally. She is a 3 time 
Olympic swimmer for the Netherlands. She 

has won 4 Olympic medals, including gold in the 4 
x 100 Freestyle Relay at the Bejing 2008 Olympics. 
She was crowned the fastest mother at London 
2012 Olympics, winning silver in the 4 x 100 
Freestyle Relay and bronze in the 50m freestyle. 
To top this all o�  she is a former world record 
holder…so we think that if  anyone if  qualifi ed to 
teach us how to get the best out of  yourself, she is!

PLUS…Don’t forget about the Lifestyle Tradie Christmas Party!
Held at the iconic Manly Surf  Life Saving Club on 12th November. If  last years Christmas party is one to 
go by, this will be AWESOME! With the atmosphere set from the past two days at R&R…it will well and 
truly be time to party…

So if  you haven’t already RSVP TODAY at mylifestyletradie.com.au> Events > R&R Nov 2016…This will 
be the event of  the year! You wont want to miss this :)

Our Next Event

ReIgnite & ReUnite
Collaborate . Create . Celebrate

Friday 11th November and Saturday 12st November, 2015

We are excited to be able to share with you 2 of  our awesome Special Guest Speakers:
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Fighters battle it out in the middle of  the ring, 
sweating, strategically moving with each other in a 

sweaty, bloody, dance. 

Although it may appear to be, fi ghting is not a single-
person sport. And, in actual fact, neither is being an 
entrepreneur, like you are. 

Fighters have coaches and teams they train with, 
they go to gyms operated by gym owners, they have 
family and friends that support their journey, there 
are judges, opponents, gamblers and crowds. All just 
like an entrepreneur. All, just like you. 

Training
Fighters pour endless hours into honing their skills, 
whether technical, endurance or strength.  A 
successful fi ghter devotes his or her every waking 
minute to fi ghting. The same goes for successful 
entrepreneurs. Every waking moment is an 
opportunity to get better at what you do.

The Crowd
Crowds are similar to what you would call your 
customers, or your audience. You want to draw 
a crowd to your business. Positive messages, 
comments, emails and calls from your customers 
provide you will motivation, the same way a fi ghter 
draws motivation from the crowd. 

A Team
Here’s why you need to recruit accordingly - You’re 
only ever as good as the weakest person on your 
team. Every successful fi ghter has the right team 

behind them, sparring with them, practicing with 
them and pushing them forward. You need that on 
your team too! 

A Coach
Possibly one of  the most important fi gures to the 
fi ghter’s growth, is their coach. The coach will teach 
the fi ghter how to be better and help navigate 
practice and fi ghts. The right coach will provide the 
necessary experience and eye for development – 
the same way a great coach or mentor does for 
entrepreneurs. Having the right mix of  mentors 
can help you navigate pit falls and teach you how to 
improve  on what you do. 

The Fight
Every fi ghter trains and prepares for battle di� erently. 
Fighters live for the fi ght. It is what most train for. 
The ‘fi ght’ represents the daily struggles we face 
as entrepreneurs and small business owners,the 
uncertainty and the volatility. But, honestly you 
wouldn’t trade it for the world. This is what we live 
for, what we train for, what we breathe and strive for.

The Fighter
The risk, the ambition, the hustle and heart 
behind every fi ght is the equivalent to that of  a 
small business owner. We both have huge visions, 
overcome extreme obstacles on the relentless 
pursuit to victory, and would risk it all on the gamble 
to chase our dreams. 

And you know, you wouldn’t trade it for anything.

Entrepreneurs
With Fight

9 #43 / October - November - December  2016
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The need to be liked appears in many di� erent 
way, but letting go of  the need to be liked, will 

ultimately make you a master negotiator.

‘Negotiation’ is all about standing in your position, 
and being clear about that position, until you reach an 
agreement with the person you’re negotiating with. 

One of  the biggest false misconceptions about 
negotiating is that you need to aggressively infl uence 
the other party to make your case. In actual fact, if  
you do that you’re actually destroying your ability to 
win them over. 

So why do you need to be a good negotiator? 

Well, everyday you’re engaging in small negotiations. 
You’re always trying to communicate a message to 
someone else, get people to do things a certain way, 
clients, your tradies, your o�  ce sta� , even your kids! 

By letting go of  the need to convince the other party 
to ‘like’ ‘you’ or your idea, your position remains 
clearer. The need to be liked distracts you from being 
able to stand by your idea.

And it can show up in sneaky ways, because well, 
everyone wants to be liked don’t they? 

Here are four areas to be aware of:

1. Appeal To The Emotions 
You need to be open to the emotions that the other 
party may feel. You may have one emotion that you 
want to elicit in the other person, but not being 
open to a range of  unknown emotions can distract 

you from clarifying your idea properly. Allowing for 
their emotions, allows for fl exibility and continued 
conversation. If  you focus on where the other 
party is in the conversation, rather than where you 
want them to be, you will be able to connect more 
meaningfully and increase your chances of  coming to 
an agreement. 

2. Feedback Is Critical
Allowing room for criticism means that you are 
willing to grow. When you’re too busy proving 
yourself  or your idea, you wont create opportunities 
to connect properly with the other party – this 

10

Let Go Of Being 
‘Liked’ And 
Learn How To 
Be A Master 
Negotiator
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connection can allow you to collaborate on your idea 
in a way that you didn’t initially think of  on your own.

3. Rejection Is Your Friend
Rejection is always inevitable along the way. 
Rejection enables you to continue learning from each 
experience and tweak your ideas along the way. 
Being passionate about your beliefs and ideas means 
you are willing to explore them continuously at all 
costs.

4. Say That Again?
Repeating your message in various ways is healthy 
communication, and also encourages you to improve 
your interpersonal skills.
Every person will require you to challenge your 
communication skills because every person retains 
and understands information di� erently. 
 
Ultimately, successful negotiation is all about replacing 
the need to be ‘liked’ with the need to ‘explore’. If  
you look at ‘negotiating’ your ideas as ‘exploring’ 
your ideas, you will always win, and walk away with 
something better that just being ‘liked’.



We’ve been asked ‘how did you win the title of  #1 
Trade Business In Australia 2015’ for your trade 
business? We’re going to share with you EXACTLY 
what we have done to streamline our business and 
transform our life. No secrets.

For the last 7 years we’ve been working with a 
select group of  trade business owners across many 
di� erent trades, taking them from Chaos to Control.

We’re going to share the very best of  what is 
working for them in The Future Tradie Event.

The Future Tradie event was created after 
thousands of  conversations with trade 

business owners who are struggling with the same 
challenges…
• Too many tradies hit an income ceiling and never 

make the kind of  money that they are capable of. 
It’s time to earn what you are worth.

• Most tradies think that working harder and longer 
will reap rewards - But the reality is, this is not 
the case. It’s time to work smarter.

• So many tradies say they are ‘stuck in a rut’ but 
aren’t sure what to do to get out of  it. It’s the 
BUSINESS MODEL that needs to change.

THE FUTURE TRADIE THE FUTURE TRADIE 

Date: Sat | 15th October
Locati on: BRISBANE
Cost: $97 for a limited   
      ti me PLUS bring a  
    friend for free

Go to www.futuretradie.com.au   now to claim your spot now!

A Special Thanks  To Our Partners

Each of our partners have an exclusive offer for you…
and enter the code futuretradie



THE FUTURE TRADIE THE FUTURE TRADIE 
This event, in its full day has never been seen 
before…

At the Future Tradie Event, You Will Learn To…
1. Master Your Money and Maximise Profi t
2. Transform Your Team To Save Time & Money
3. Attract A Grade Customers and Keep Them For 

Life
4. Automate, Systemise and Streamline your Trade 

Business

So WHO should come to the Future Tradie Live 
Event?

It’s simple really…any trade business owner who
• Has ever wanted ‘more’
• Doesn’t believe they should settle for average 

results
• Are winners, with a ‘can-do’ attitude and the 

determination to match.

If  you’re serious about transforming your trade 
business to take it to another level then THIS is your 
moment of  truth.

This is your life, your decision. Make the right one.

Date: Sat | 22nd October
Locati on: SYDNEY
Cost: $97 for a limited   
       ti me PLUS bring a  
    friend  for free

Go to www.futuretradie.com.au   now to claim your spot now!

A Special Thanks  To Our Partners

go to www.lifestyletradie.com.au/exclusive-offers
 to gain access to them now!
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To Rebrand Or Not To Rebrand
Want to rebrand your company? A rebrand can be a huge success - or it could fail miserably. The best way to ensure success is to plan 
your exact route of  attack. If  you haven’t thought about your goals, strategized about how to achieve them, or even considered why 
you’re going to rebrand. you could find yourself  in a tussle.

Here Are The 8 Most Crucial Laws Of Rebranding

Why is Rebranding Important?

Give Your Brand A Story

Subway’s

Thinking to Rebrand? Great! But Remember:

There are GOOD WAYS
to Rebrand

and there are BAD WAY
 to Rebrand.77%

Mainly because the audience is changing...

...And because of competition.

of consumers dont want a relationship with 
your brand... So find the 23% that do!

The presence of other companies force you to 
evolve and innovate.

43% of consumers dont want a relationship with 
your brand... So find the 23% that do!

Jared Campaign
Tropicana’s
Big Blunder

In 1994, Federal Express had too many names for
too many services.

After a year of
research, FedEx was born.

A new name, a new logo, and new identity.

The FedEx logo is
considered one of

the best ever!

In 1996, Mexican beer import
Dos Equis launched their “Most
Interesting Man In The World”

Campaign.

It worked.

The brand’s marketing campaign
became world famous very quickly

Through 1998, Subway’s sales in the US are estimated
to have been.

Then, they heard a story about Jared Fogle

They fact-checked his story, met him. and
realized he was the “everyman” that could
help make the company relatable. 

Customers felt like their brand equity and trust
was compromised.

The company went back to the
original packaging a few weeks later.

Sales fell over
Since Jared? They have made over

$3 Billion

$11 Billion 20%

Avoid the clutter of too many brand names

Teach An Old Spice

More website tra�c
New Tricks

In 2010, Old Spice fount out that 60% of
men’s body washes were purchased by women.

They rebranded to win the attention
of a female audience.

“The Man Your Man Can Smell Like”
campaign was born.

Immediately that year, they garnered: 
The Netflix/Qwikster
Mess
In 2011, Netflix announced it was going to branch o�
and become 2 companies and raise prices by 60%

Netflix quickly abandoned the
move after they have lost Subsrcibers

Don’t make moves that are only concerned
with the bottom dollar

In 1999, even as imported beer 
in the US were down 4%.
Dos Equis sales were up 22%

300%
More sales and
subscribers200% 800,000

Find out what makes your product resonate
with your audience

1

If it Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It4
Revitalize To Broaden Your Appeal5

Don’t Rebrand If You’re Just
Changing The Name

6

Don’t Compromise Brand Equity

Customers often equate a steady brand with
reliability

2 Streamline Your Identity3

Gap’s
Logo Snafu

In 2009. Tropicana decided to change the design of their
orange juice cartons.

The FedEx
Decision

In 2010, Gap decided to change their logo.

And the backlash was
immediate and loud.

The new logo used a
bland new font and a
much- detested gradient.

In 6 days, the company
reversed course and

switched to their old logo.

Don’t overthink and confuse your audience.

Revitalize To Broaden Your Audience7 Revitalize To Broaden Your Audience8
Create buzz to reach new target demographics

The Most Interesting
Beer In The World

Make your brand relevant

#%@!

Radio Shack
Becomes The Shack

In 2009, Radio Shack was struggling.
It made sense that they’d want to rebrand.

But all they did was change their name to “The Shack”.
No product o�erings or brand philosophy was changing.

Decades of brand value were tossed
out the door. The company has

since reversed the rebrand,
but is shuttering 1,100 stores

in 2014 in an e�ort to...
you guessed it... rebrand again.

Make sure the name coincides with other
business principle changing

TM

CLOSED

So, you’re thinking about rebranding your trade 
business… perhaps you’re putting it o�  because it 

all feels a little daunting, right?

Rebranding just a small company can be relatively 
easy, involving your tradies and partner/spouse for 
input, then choosing a new logo, colour scheme and 
tag line. 

Or, you could even consider crowdsourcing ideas for 
a new brand identity and can provide a comparably 
inexpensive way to generate ideas.

If, however, you do have a long-term objective 
and really want a strong and enduring brand, it is 
defi nitely worth a bit more insight from the start. 

The rebranding process for large companies can be 
quite complex, and most of  the time involve the help 
of  a reputable branding agency. There are some tips 
to be learnt from these big rebranding processes that 
our trade businesses can certainly benefi t from. 

Here are four tips for executing a successful 
rebranding strategy.

1. It’s not just about a shiny new look
Big international brands like Gap and even Uber 
have been harshly judged by the public for rolling out 
new brand identities without substantive reasons 
for the rebrand. It’s not just change for change 
sake… you should consider taking a “user-based 

approach” before just blindly setting out to do your 
own thing. You have to fully understand the real need 
for something new. Undertake some research to 
properly understand your brands existing place in the 
market and with your existing customers. This will 
help develop rebranding that will make a new brand 
promise and keep it. 

2. The planning stage is not a stage  
In today’s world, every industry is changing, and 
more rapidly than ever before. Here’s where you 
need to have some forward thinking. Your brand 
needs to be able to evolve with change. You don’t 
want to have to do a total rebrand every few years… 

3. Rebranding should focus on only one thing 
only: people
When it comes to identifying a brand’s position, 
don’t get bogged down trying to be everything to 
everyone. When it comes to branding, emotional 
engagement, evocative imagery and a compelling 
story are all e� ective, no matter who is your end 
user. Keep it simple and true to your brand. 

4. See it as an opportunity, not a risk
By its nature, a rebranding campaign means change, 
and change is often equated with risk. As any small 
business owner understands, change is not always 
easy. So don’t think of  it as a risk, think of  it as an 
opportunity. Your attitude towards big shifts in your 
business can go a long way. 

Spill the Beans

Rebranding Your Trade Business
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research, FedEx was born.

A new name, a new logo, and new identity.

The FedEx logo is
considered one of

the best ever!

In 1996, Mexican beer import
Dos Equis launched their “Most
Interesting Man In The World”

Campaign.

It worked.

The brand’s marketing campaign
became world famous very quickly

Through 1998, Subway’s sales in the US are estimated
to have been.

Then, they heard a story about Jared Fogle

They fact-checked his story, met him. and
realized he was the “everyman” that could
help make the company relatable. 

Customers felt like their brand equity and trust
was compromised.

The company went back to the
original packaging a few weeks later.

Sales fell over
Since Jared? They have made over

$3 Billion

$11 Billion 20%

Avoid the clutter of too many brand names

Teach An Old Spice

More website tra�c
New Tricks

In 2010, Old Spice fount out that 60% of
men’s body washes were purchased by women.

They rebranded to win the attention
of a female audience.

“The Man Your Man Can Smell Like”
campaign was born.

Immediately that year, they garnered: 
The Netflix/Qwikster
Mess
In 2011, Netflix announced it was going to branch o�
and become 2 companies and raise prices by 60%

Netflix quickly abandoned the
move after they have lost Subsrcibers

Don’t make moves that are only concerned
with the bottom dollar

In 1999, even as imported beer 
in the US were down 4%.
Dos Equis sales were up 22%

300%
More sales and
subscribers200% 800,000

Find out what makes your product resonate
with your audience

1

If it Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It4
Revitalize To Broaden Your Appeal5

Don’t Rebrand If You’re Just
Changing The Name

6

Don’t Compromise Brand Equity

Customers often equate a steady brand with
reliability

2 Streamline Your Identity3

Gap’s
Logo Snafu

In 2009. Tropicana decided to change the design of their
orange juice cartons.

The FedEx
Decision

In 2010, Gap decided to change their logo.

And the backlash was
immediate and loud.

The new logo used a
bland new font and a
much- detested gradient.

In 6 days, the company
reversed course and

switched to their old logo.

Don’t overthink and confuse your audience.

Revitalize To Broaden Your Audience7 Revitalize To Broaden Your Audience8
Create buzz to reach new target demographics

The Most Interesting
Beer In The World

Make your brand relevant

#%@!

Radio Shack
Becomes The Shack

In 2009, Radio Shack was struggling.
It made sense that they’d want to rebrand.

But all they did was change their name to “The Shack”.
No product o�erings or brand philosophy was changing.

Decades of brand value were tossed
out the door. The company has

since reversed the rebrand,
but is shuttering 1,100 stores

in 2014 in an e�ort to...
you guessed it... rebrand again.

Make sure the name coincides with other
business principle changing

TM

CLOSED
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Wondering whether you should be showing o�  
your Trade Business on Instagram? 

Of  course! 

When you use Instagram properly, it can give you 
an easy way to enhance your reach and expose your 
business to new potential customers.

Instagram has been around for a while now, and no 
doubt you’re using it on a personal level to snap away 
your holidays and show o�  your family pics. 

If  you’re know nothing about Instagram, here’s a 
quick initiation… 

So You’re On

 – But Is Your Trade Business?
It Should be…
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What is Instagram?
Purely and simply it’s a social network for sharing 
photos and 15-second videos. Its basically visual 
content from users that you follow is displayed in a 
timeline-style format, and anything that you publish is 
displayed to the people following you. The simplicity 
is part of  the reason Instagram is surged in popularity.

Here’s some interesting stats:
• There are over 300 million active monthly users
• 75 million people open and browse the app daily 

basis. 
• 90% of  the user base is below the age of  35

It’s a simple and e� ective way to engage with a whole 
lot of  people. Publishing content on Instagram gives 
your followers a visceral sense of  kinship with your 
business. And there’s no doubt that that can help to 
expand your reach, build loyalty, and inspire future 
sales. 

So how do you use it and what should you post? 
Really it all depends on the kind of  business you are 
and the brand image you want to project. 

Instagram is unique in the way provides a unique 
opportunity to bring users into your business world, 
with snippets of  what goes on behind the scenes - or 
to show your trade in an unusual and creative way.

Sell the lifestyle and benefi ts behind your brand and 
products rather than the product itself. 

Here are three golden rules when posting:
• Be imaginative - approach your photos from a 

novel angle
• Stay relevant - puppy photos might be popular, 

but if  they’re not related to your business, you 
need to stay away

•  Restrain yourself  - don’t bombard your followers 
with a new photo every hour, one a day (or one 
a week) is fi ne

Using Instagram To Expand Your Reach Even 
Further: 

Hashtags
When you share a photo or video you’re prompted 
to write a short description. This is your chance to 
reach for a couple of  well-chosen hashtags. It allows 
you to curate content around a specifi c theme, and 
it exposes your photos to anyone searching for that 
particular hashtag, expanding your reach beyond just 
your regular followers.

Instagram is a mobile-fi rst platform, designed for 
smartphones and tablets. But recently the social 
network made it possible to browse photos by 
hashtag and geotag from desktops through instagram.
com – making it even more important to label your 
photos accordingly.

React to the latest trends
Before you begin posting content, you should draw 
up a rough strategy for the type of  photos and 
videos you will share. Just like you’ve probably done 
with your other social media platforms (remember 
the content planner?) Just leave a bit of  room to be 
spontaneous. Responding to the big news stories, 
industry developments and trending hashtags can be 
a great way to engage your followers and show the 
world that you have your fi ngers on the pulse.

Build an engaged community
Like all social media, Instagram is a two-way thing. 
Follow like-minded businesses or pioneers in related 
industries. Comment on other users’ photos. 
Contribute to the conversation and be part of  the 
community.

Reward your followers
Nothing creates a bit of  excitement like a sale or 
limited o� er. But here is where you need to be 
careful – you have to make sure you don’t overdo it 
on this platform. Instagram is meant to be a place for 
creativity, not sales plugging. However, sporadically 
o� ering Instagram-only discount codes or o� ers will 
ensure your followers pay attention to your feed.  

So, you ready to get started?
Instagram is a great way to bring people closer to 
your business by expressing your brands personality 
and creativity. And it doesn’t need to take up all your 
time, you can set up an account in seconds and draw 
up an imaginative strategy in an afternoon. Then, 
it’s just a case snapping your way towards a list of  
engaged followers.

Get the app.
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So Tradies on the tools, are doing a lot of  hard 
yakka. You’ve gotta be pretty fi t and healthy to be 

a tradie. Long days on the tools can bring heaps of  
aches and pains, and occasionally injuries. 

So, you need to look after your most important piece 
of  equipment properly – yourself ! You maintain your 
tools, so why wouldn’t you maintain YOU. 

Here are just a couple of  Exercise Tips for Tradies

1. Controlling your Core
Probably the biggest pain issue for tradies is 
the back and neck… this comes from not lifting 
properly (der), and the fact that you probably have a 
weak core. 

The core is so much more than having a six pack, it’s 
the whole area of  your body which has a knock on 
e� ect to most other parts. The core is used in pretty 
much every activity you do – carrying, sawing, lifting, 
crawling, digging.

Our number one piece of  advice to you is to care for 
the core!

Looking After Your Tradie Self
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Stronger core = stronger muscles = stronger joints = 
better function and movement
Some of  the exercises that may suit you include: 
• Crunches
• Planking
• V-Sits
• Straight leg crunches
• Superman

Tradie Tip: Even a little work on your core during the 
day can go a long way to creating a stronger body. For 
example, every time you’re in the truck and stopped at 
a tra�  c light – engage the core by internally working on 
the muscles – try pulling your belly button in towards the 
back of  your seat.

2. It’s Not About Muscles, it’s about 
Endurance
Tradies tend to repeat the same physical work every 
day, and that can lead to injury. Just because you have 
big muscles, doesn’t mean you’re the fi ttest… 

Repeat, Repeat, Repeat. As a tradie, you need to 
train your body to be used to working repeatedly, 
and this will put a stop to the aches and pains. 

Tradie tip: Why not work on your core and endurance 
at the same time by using a ‘circuit’ method of  training. 
Not only is it great workout for the whole body, it is also 
great if  you don’t have a huge amount of  spare time.

A typical circuit would include:
• Limited - It’s not about packing in hundreds of  

exercises, choose only 6 – 12 exercises with two 
to three sets of  each

• Planned - Take some time to plan in advance 
what di� erent exercise you would like to do and 
then write it down and take it with you

• Mixed - add a variety of  di� erence exercises that 
use as many muscles as possible

• You can start with 10 minutes - e.g. 6 exercises 
with two sets of  each lasting 30 seconds.

3. Can’t Forget the Cardio 
Luckily, as a tradie sitting all day isn’t really an option 
for you.

Get an activity tracker and become aware of  how 
much (or little) you actually do in one day. If  you are 

constantly reaching over 10,000 steps a day then well 
done…if  you’re not, you know you have to up the 
movement.

Cardio work isn’t all about running on a treadmill – it 
can be a game of  footy, it could be running around 
with the kids at the park or punching the boxing bag 
in the garage.

All it needs to do, is make you ‘hu�  and pu� ’ then 
you are on the right track.

Tradie tip: You do move all day so it can be a real chore 
exercising when you get home so create a plan that is 
workable for you and try and stick to it. It can start o�  
as little as 10 minutes three days a week and then build 
up from there.
 
4. Don’t Ignore the Warning Signs
 You take note or potential dangers and each job site 
right? Well, its time to take note of  warning signs 
from your body, it tells you when you either need to 
take it easy, or stop and see a health professional.

Here are some warning signs you need to be aware 
of: 
• Pain - pain is the easiest way for the body to say 

STOP. If  it is a pain that keeps occurring then it’s 
time to do something about it.

• Head spins/dizziness - But if  you are regularly 
getting a spinning feeling in your head after 
exercise or lifting heavy things at work it’s time to 
take notice.

• Numbness - if  you get an uncomfortable tingling 
or numbness in your body that could mean 
something is not quite right.

• Chest pains - whether it’s at work or during 
exercise, it’s time to stop NOW and seek 
medical attention straight away.

 
Top tip: If  you have su� ered from an injury or an 
illness that has seen you been out of  action for a 
while, talk to a professional who can give you the 
best course of  action to get the body back in tip top 
shape and back to work.

It’s all about looking after YOU tradies. You’re hard 
workers, but you still need a bit of  TLC sometimes.

Note: Tips from exerciseright.com.au
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In the Web

It’s interesting to have a look at how far the internet 
has progressed in just 20 years. Consider, for 

instance, that to reach 50 million users, it took the 
telephone 75 years, but the Internet only four. More 
impressive, the Angry Birds app needed only 35 days. 
Crazy right!?

But let’s start by putting things into perspective… 
Modern humans have only inhabited the earth for 
200,000 years. To put this in perspective, if  the earth 
was 24 hours old, we have only existed for the last 
minute and 15 seconds.

Even more interesting, we did not start roaming the 
earth until about 70,000 years ago when the last ice 
age cut our population down to an estimated 2,000 
people, and we were forced to seek new lands to 
inhabit.

We went from the verge of  extinction to where we 
are today in a relatively remarkable short period of  
time. Now that’s some crazy perspective.
But if  that doesn’t blow your mind enough, have 
a look at these other amazing statistics about the 
Internet, all of  which have evolved over just the past 
20 years.

1. There are 47 billion websites, yes, that’s right, 47 
billion! including the fi rst website ever created 
more than 24 years ago. While estimates vary 
about the percent of  total websites that are 
dedicated to adult content, if  they removed them 
all, the internet would probably cease to exist.

 
2. There are 3.2 billion Internet users worldwide, 

accounting for almost 44 percent of  the global 
population. Almost half  of  all Internet users are 
based in Asia. 

10 Facts And
Clever Observations 
About The Internet

That Will Blow
Your Mind
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So we all know that YouTube can be a bit of  a 
minefi eld when it comes for searching for some good 
educational material. I mean if  you want useless ‘epic 
fail’ vids etc, they’re more than easy to fi nd. 
 
But if  you want a go to place for some 
education, and some entertainment, 
fi nding a good YouTube channel can 
often be the best way to go. 

Apart from The Lifestyle Tradie 
Channel - ‘TED Talks’ is another great 
one. 

‘TED Talks’ has a range of  relative 
clips on topics from Science and Tech, 
Mental Health, Creativity and Global 
issues… You can see clips like ‘The 
Power of  Vulnerability’ and ‘the fi rst 

Best of

3. There are 950 million households worldwide with 
a television, but twice as many people access the 
Internet from a handheld device. Interestingly, 
only a fraction of  these people know (or care) 
that their device also serves as a telephone.

4. YouTube visitors view 6 billion hours of  video 
each month, and over 300 minutes of  video are 
uploaded every second. 

5. There are 1.49 billion people on Facebook, 
who use the social-media site an average of  21 
minutes every day and share 1.3 million pieces of  
content every minute. 

6. Facebook accounts for the highest percentage of  
total time spent on mobile apps with 18 percent, 
and when you add Facebook Messenger and 
Instagram to the mix, this total reaches 22.4 
percent. The second highest percentage spent on 
mobile apps was on Pandora, which accounted 
for only 10.5 percent. 

7. There are between 5 and 10 million iOS apps 
downloaded every day, and more than 100 billion 
total apps downloaded as of  June 2016. 

8. In 2015, we will sent and received 205.6 billion 
emails, almost 60 percent of  which were spam.

9. It is estimated that we will take 1 trillion photos in 
2016. In 2000, we took only 86 billion photos. 

10. While all of  these statistics are amazing, the 
reality is that the web as we know it, Facebook, 
Google, Amazon, Wikipedia, etc. represents 
only 1 percent of  the total discoverable web. 
The remainder is the “deep web,” or that which 
is not discoverable by means of  standard search 
engines.

 
Again, it is di�  cult to fathom the incredible evolution 
of  technology over such a remarkably brief  period of  
time, but it is fun to imagine what life will look like in 
just a few short years.

secret of  great design’, and ‘your body language 
shapes who you are’.  

It’s a great all round inspiring channel, add it to your 
list.

www.youtube.com/user/TEDtalksDirector
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Imagine having a coach ‘in’ your soccer ball – that 
would be pretty cool right?

That is essentially what this smart soccer ball can do 
- it can monitor a player’s skills, track their progress, 
provide tips on how to improve, and make practice 
more interesting.

The Latest from My Man Cave...

Not everyone has a massive man cave 
(unfortunately), but, here’s a way you can still 

have a table tennis table, and a foosball table, without 
the need for all the extra room they require.
 
The Kickpack gives you cardboard versions of  these 
classic mancave games, that can be packed away into 
a handy suitcase. The prefolded cardboard pieces 
fold and attach into full-sized table games in a matter 
of  minutes, no tools or adhesives required.
 
You probably don’t want to spill too many beers 
over these ones, or get too rowdy and enjoy any 
competitive smackdowns – But, their simplicity, 
a� ordability and compact storage sizes are nice 
advantages over more permanent game tables.
 

The Inside Coach smart soccer ball looks and 
behaves like a regular soccer ball, but sensors inside 
the ball detect and record how hard the ball is kicked, 
the amount of  spin, the distance and trajectory of  
the ball after the kick, and the number of  passes 
and touches. The results are displayed on a smart 
device connected to the ball via Wi-Fi, using an 
accompanying iOS or Android app. Sounds awesome 
right.
 
To make it function even better,  you can plug in 
your headphones to your mobile and you’ll hear a 
coaching voice from the app, giving you praise and 
instructions.
 
It sounds great for your kids too, but most 
importantly awesome fun for yourself… you know 
you want one! These are still on Kickstarter, but will 
be available by the end of  the year for around $99. 

The Kickpack Fold-Up Table Tennis Table And Foosball

The Smart Soccer Ball

You can pick up each game for around $70. Well 
worth it.
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It works online and o�  ine, which means you have 
access to comments and prices when you don’t have 
internet. 
Super handy when you’re on the road and looking for 
a place to stop and set up the family for the night. 

It comes at a price of  $7.99 but you don’t ever 
have to pay for updates – we think its well worth it. 
Download from the app store from the following link:

We LOVE camping, and we know a lot of  you 
guys do too. WikiCamps is a great new app 

for your phone. 

A database of  over 22,000 campsites, caravan parks, 
backpacker hostels, day stops and more. Each site 
has loads of  information to help you plan your get 
away from activities including swimming, fi shing, 
4x4ing, pet rules, Wi-Fi hotspots, pricing, toilets, 
showers, and heaps more.  Add and view photos 
from other happy campers all around Australia. So 
you can see what the camp site is like before you go 
there. And, because its crowdsourced, more sites are 
added, modifi ed and shared by users all the time. 

Apps for Tradies

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/
wikicamps-australia/id505365608?mt=8

WikiCamps
Australia



Don’t forget, want to share your hot tips, recommended suppliers or any 
other information that will benefit the Lifestyle Tradie Community.

Drop us a line to

info@lifestyletradie.com.au

Next Issue

Plus so much more...

Social Media Take Over
Every once in a while, we come 
across technologies that change how 
common people live and act. The first 
one that comes to mind is Facebook 
– its completely changed the way 
we communicate with our friends 
and family. Could you ever imagine 
another social media app that could 
take over Facebook? We have a look 
at three apps that have the potential 
to do just that!

No Need To Be Annoying…. Just Be 
Effective!
Understand that sometimes when 
you’re selling, you need to be 
persistent. But, that doesn’t mean 
you have to be annoying. If you want 
to get more positive responses from 
your potential customers, this article 
will share with you the 3 things you 
should be doing.

Lifestyle Tradie Magazine is published by and © copyright by Andrew & Angela 
Smith, Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd 2012. All Rights Reserved. This newsletter 
and any accompanying material are for general information purposes only. It is the 
responsibility of  the reader to comply with any local, state or federal laws. The 
Publisher has taken all reasonable measures to ensure that the material contained 
within this newsletter is correct. The Publisher provides no representation and 
gives no warranty as to the accuracy of  the information and does not accept any 
responsibility for errors or inaccuracies in the information contained herein and 
shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of  any person acting in 
reliance on information contained herein.

For more information, contact:

Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Limited
Ph: 1800 704 822

Email: info@lifestyletradie.com.au
www.lifestyletradie.com.au

Can’t wait to see you all at the upcoming R&R in Manly on 11th & 12th November!

Andy & Ange


